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About This Game

In the constellation Cetus, near the star Tau, lived and prospered a
civilization the Depths of Space researchers and engineers.
In order to populate the nearest solar system, 3D printer has

been created. The unique space station carrying billions
of microscopic drones-builders. Drones were landing on planets to

build cities, using planets own resources.

As a result of AI error, that occurred during the testing phase, 3D
printer went out of control and began printing houses for planets
orbiting Tau star system. Giant protective shells deprived them of
light. Aiming to keep the fruits of their years labor, the creators

decided to apply a fix for AI of 3D printer.

Clearing the planets along the way, the team of engineers is heading
towards the Star, where the amazing machine is building its latest

creation - Tau's Orbital Home.

- Symbiosis of arkanoid and scroll shooter gameplay
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- Manually designed unique levels
- Various set of bonuses, enemies and level bosses

- Unique Soundtrack

Developers
scrollonoid@gmail.com

Musical themes:
Ra Djan

Dmitry Shinkarchuk
Misha Gimmervert
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Title: Scrollonoid
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Vadjra
Publisher:
Vadjra
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+ (64-bit)

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: onboard

English
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scrollonoid - steam

Really cool game,definately room for improvements. The early to mid game feels pretty satisfying but late game seems like a lot
of what you do is not very consequential. In regards to the later metals and the later end of the knowledge tree,just a bit lacking
there. Great game tho,i really like and i hope they improve and add lots to it.. What if there was a game where all the sexy, busty
teachers at my school knocked me down, stepped on me, and demanded I kiss their feet? What if I could say yes?

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1607800466

Sony is off in the corner censoring the hell out of any gratuitous fanservice, meanwhile not-capcom over here is dishing out 40
anime babes who all want to get it on with you. How could you refuse? ----by it being the exact same game as the previous one,
Double Peace. All the development went into the VR integration, so if you don't have that then you're really missing out.

If it's been awhile since you played GGDP and you loved it, then pick this up on sale. Sure there's tons of recycled content, but
there's no shortage of immense satisfaction.

ALSO I'M NOT A FAN OF SELLING DOZENS OF COSTUME PACKS. REMEMBER BEING ABLE TO UNLOCK
STUFF LIKE THIS BY PLAYING DECENTLY!? At least it's not trapped in a lootbox, Gachapon is pure mega-trash.. Fishy
AF website at GameGame.org with literally no content (this site is quoted in-game). The settings only let you change the
window size, which you can do manually anyway, but the worst is: it's not picking up my camera at all.

At first I thought the cam had an issue, but going into FaceRig or even just OBS shows that my cam is fine, it's just the program
not picking it up. You can't even set what your webcam IS in the program, so as of now it simply doesn't work.

No feedback from the author thus far either on any of the threads, so it's a clear PASS AND refund as is now.. The Devs will
not address an issue with players that are running an Nvidia 1080TI and a 4K monitor where the graphics default to some
resolution so far away from the graphic standard that you have no access or ability to change anything as it is so far off your
monitor screen you cannot even guess at it. As a kickstarter backer I expected better.

Here it is the 16th of June and still no fix for the resolution issue, it pains me to think they can't even put together a fix for the
resolution almost like they are ignoring the problem.. Edit as of Nov 1st:
The devs are listening which is a huge brownie point in my mind and a way a once bad game can go good.

I jumped back into the game today to see what's been changed\/added and here is what I found.

There is still no options screen in game, there is the tiny window prior to booting up but I had crashes when trying to play the
game in full screen on my rig (i7, GTX 970, 16GB RAM).

The graphics have changed quite a bit it looks and feels better than it did when I first looked into the game, even sounds better.
Still found a couple of bugs?

Buying this for Multiplayer, WAIT! Don't buy this unless you have friends to play with. If you want a single player game where
you can just mindless shoot at things after learning the map and icons go for it. It's not that bad single player wise and I can
actually say I was having fun in it as apposed to last time when NOTHING happened now things are happening.

Seeing as its selling both Single and Multi for full price I'm going to say No still because you're paying full price and only
getting Single unless as I said above, friends. If they take out Multi-player and work on that out of the game and lower the price
by 1-2 USD I would say yes to this game.

TLDR; Unless you have friends don't buy for multi no one, not enough playing. Single player can be fun. No Options menu in
game but has small window one prior to game booting.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I hope the dev(s) listen to people.
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I bought this game because it was an FPS and well I suck at FPS but I like to mess with them from time to time. When you load
you have it windowed to your set specs or fullscreened. When you get into the game you're greeted by a 4 button menu (Single
Player, Multiplayer, Options and Exit) now only two work can you guess which two?

First thing I noticed in the game is yes I got a great FPS count (60+) but the second I swung my mouse to look about I felt like
my mouse had become a snail. Moving around was smooth and quick but rotating your character was annoying unless you were
away from the buildings and moving. For some reason when I wasn't near the buildings and\/or sprinting my mouse was bland to
rotating and looking behind me. (If you guessed the Option menu was working you'd be wrong) The mouse sensitivity needs
addressing, I'm in the states and I've played with people in Europe and Asia before on their servers. Yes ping can cause LAG but
it has nothing to do with the sensitivity of the mouse.

"Realistic setting" doesn't have invisible walls, ladders you cannot climb, and fences higher than you that you can jump with one
jump.

What you should have done is give away about 50-100 keys to people who wanted to alpha\/Beta test this game that live all over
the world with all different computer specs. Then make a closed group here on steam for people to be invited to that get a key
and they post their feedback on what needs to be taken out or put into the game, bugs they find and how they feel it runs. I've
done this for a number of games, I browse the upcoming and sim the discussions to see if the dev is looking for testers. 50\/50
do I see an indie dev doing this.

Yes it was 3:30a and I was the only person playing so I have no idea if my FPS would drop under 60 if there were more people
actually playing and shooting all around.

Also PLEASE do not ask people for their areas to put them into the game before there is even an Option section working in
game. I know a lot of left handers have gotten used to gaming like a right hander but key binds need to be something in the
game as does FOV and Mouse sensitivity.

TL;DR - If you want to check this game out buy it play it and thank god for steam refunds if things dont get sorted.
---Reviewed on Aug 14--- (Putting date in on chance of updates and I don't get around to updating this in a timely manner if I
still own the game). In practice it's just one level demo tutorial.
You can play for few minutes just to get the achievements.
. The game definitely came as advertised: guns, ducks, explosions. Packing around an hour of content in the current build of the
game (which the developer indicated in the discussions is subject to change, as new content may be added), the price is very
fitting. A love letter to Duck Hunt (duh), and arcade shooters as a whole, Duckpocalypse is a pretty easy reccomendation for
Vive owners, for a few bucks you get a fun, memorable arcade shooter with a great sense of humor. Be warned though that, at
least in the current build, the game may get rather repetitive if you aren't hunting down those achievements!. People seem to like
itemised lists so here we go.

WHAT I LOVED
-Challenging puzzles. So Many Me really pushed and probed my brain in unexpected ways. The deceptively simple mechanics
can be used in devious ways thanks to a clever rule: You use your petrified clones as stepping stones or switch-stoppers, but
instead of allowing you to reclaim your clones in the more expected first-in/first out fashion, it has to be done in a last-in/first
out one. This means that the most intuitive "order" of actions is incorrect and you have to learn to think in a different way. This
also has the effect of constantly keeping you barely ahed of resource-starvation as you have to leave most of your available
copies behind to allow you to retrace your steps when you find the key item or power-up that a certain obstacle requires.
-Colourful and sharp graphics. The game is really easy on the eyes, especially if you like cutesy Nintendo-like characters and
settings.
-The soundtack is nice and evocative, if nothing super memorable. It helps you keep relaxed in the moments where you want to
tear your hair off. How could a puzzle game provoke such reaction, you ask? Keep reading.
-Achievements. Very few of the patronising "you did something that you needed to do anyway!" types and a lot of ones that
encouraged you to go out of your way to do more things or do them in a different way.

WHAT I DIDN'T LOVE, DIDN'T HATE/SOMETIMES LOVED, SOMETIMES HATED
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-Platforming. The overall mechanics of the game and the kind of obstacles and power-ups provide an opportunity for interesting
and challenging platforming... however your character's movement is not as polished and pixel-perfect as it should be. This
results in what seem like punishing and unfair deaths at some points which are especially frustrating when they come as part of a
puzzle that requires a lenghty and complex setup on your end. The game includes a bonus challenge area where most of the
puzzle elements are stripped out and it explores and pushes the possibilities of the platforming mechanics. It emphasises both
the enormous potential of the world they built and the infuriating roughness of the controls.
-Humour. It was pretty hit and miss. It made me smile about as many times as it made me roll my eyes.
-Collectibles and game lenght. Too many of the former and a bit to little of the latter, which makes the former more obvious.
There is a high number of seemingly random cosmetic collectibles plus a significant number of near useless upgrades and power-
ups. Is all very harmless but it's hard not to think that they were created as filler content to fluff up a somewhat short and simple
game.

WHAT I HATED
-The story. I'll be blunt here: it was so bad that I wish it didn't have any story at all. Completely strewn with the most tired
cliches and tropes which were made not any better by the characters continuously lampshading how very trite it all was. The fact
that it was less-than-expertly translated to English doesn't help.
-The last boss battle included one element of randomness that made an already long, difficult and repetitive sequence of actions
all the more frustrating.

All things said, the things I loved far outstrip the few glaring flaws, so I gladly recommend this game to anyone looking for a
good brain exerciser.. Amazing soundtrack. The first track is pretty cool, I liked the vocal. The songs fit perfectly with the
atmosphere of this VN! Definitely recommended.. I will say this for Cars War. It\u2019s simplistic, but the multiplayer actually
works. I bought it for myself and a friend, and I was able to create a server and have him join, and it WORKED. I can\u2019t
say the same for every supposed multiplayer Steam game in this price-range.
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Very good model but the way the key binding is for the brakes is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It's a
similar system to the class 66 where the braking is adjustable pressure not steped but its the emergency setting at the end of the
handle that has stumped DTG into making a working braking system. When the key is tapped for pressure to be applied to the
brakes, you roll the RNG dice for normal braking or full emergency.. Side scrolling game where you get to shoot Trump with
revolvers... Need I say more?. Don't, you'll regret it.. Nosaliga trip for me, as I loved this game when I was younger. It shows its
age today, graphically, and the tradeoff of recreating a huge ship but only being able to render a handful of NPCs is its most
obvious flaw. The characters are photographed actors that provide a sense of realism at first glance, but, when animated, can
look jaunting and strange. If you're able to look past these shortcomings, there's a great story here full of memorable characters,
twists and turns. With multiple outcomes, there's great replayability. While great characters are the games strong suit, the
puzzles are often lacking in depth, but they are organic, usually fun, and aren't frusteratingly difficult.. I get it, this is in Early
Access, it even has a HUGE disclaimer at the start talking about bugs.
That is fine. What is not fine, and what I don't understand, is why you would release the game to receive negative reviews when
the ONE THING that you CAN do in the game (Bowling) is buggy and doesn't work.
Minecraft didn't launch into Early Access with pickaxes that didn't mine. Basically the game worked perfectly.
Make sure your game has SOMETHING, anything that works WELL before you release it or expect it to not do well. People are
not going to "Keep checking in." to see new features when the ones that are present barely work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpNZK6aZVx8. Since Exile, Spiderweb owns my heart on the RPG turn-based combat
genre.. Do you like playing as Skaven? Do you like the idea of placing AoE that debuff the enemy foolish enough to find
themselves in said cloud? What about buffing your own faction? How about debuffing foolish enemies that try to engage you in
melee combat? If you've said yes to any of the above then the Poison Wind Globadier is the troop for you.

Being able to deny areas of the map while applying damage and debuffs make these warriors worth every penny. Pesky enemy
spellcaster got you down just throw out a choking cloud and watch his spells dry up. As an added bonus throw on some warplock
pistols for added range. Don't like guns, well arm it with weapons and watch him apply poison to them.
As an added bonus this troop is immune to many of the stupid traps that seem to plague the streets of Mordheim.

All in all I rate this troop 6 wyrdstone clusters.. For the obsessive compulsive person, Twixel is a tough game to stop playing
once you've started. Trying to make it to 60 seconds without dying to get an achievement is really hard, but also really addicting.
You will die...a lot...but as soon as the level reloads, and you hear the music, you'll get amped to try again..
\u30cf\u30fc\u30c8\u30ed\u30c3\u30ab\u30fc\u306a\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3093
\u30b9\u30da\u30b7\u30e1\u30f3\u306b\u30e2\u30c6\u30e2\u30c6\u306e\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3093
\u81ea\u53d9\u4f1d\u3092\u66f8\u3044\u305f\u3051\u3069\u51fa\u7248\u3067\u304d\u306a\u3044\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3
093
\u5b9f\u9a13\u4f53\u306e\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3093

\u7279\u6fc3\u306a\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3093\u304c\u8a70\u3063\u305fDLC
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